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 OLD STATEMENT:  

In connection with the new statement issued by the EMSO concerning not issuing any further event permits for the 

2019/2020 season, Round 6 of IAME Series UAE is cancelled.

We regret to inform you on this decision but there is no other alternative under the current circumstances.

Championship points in this case will be calculated as if it was a five-round series. 

The total of all Pre-Finals and Finals results from five rounds will be computed cumulatively for the overall classification 

of the series, minus one worst Pre-Final and one worst Final out of all rounds. 

Non-attended round will count as worst Pre-Final and worst Final scores.

Each driver who entered and competed in all 5 Rounds will be awarded 50 bonus points.

IAME Bambino Cup points will be also calculated as it was a five-round series, minus three worst Time Trials out of all 

rounds. Non-attended Time Trials will classify as worst scores.

Championship standings will be updated shortly and shared on the series’ official website (www.iame.ae)

The date of prize giving ceremony will be announced and shared with you as soon as decided.

Thank you for your understanding and we hope to see you all back on the track soon.

Stay safe.

12.9.12 The total of all Pre-Finals and Finals results from all Rounds will be computed cumulatively (the “Championship 

Points”) for the final overall classification of the Event minus one worst Pre-Final and one worst Final out of all rounds. 

"Non-attended" round will classify as worst Pre-Final and worst Final scores.

12.9.12.1 In case of exclusion from the heat, except disqualification through underweight, competitor cannot drop the 

points for this Pre-Final/Final.

12.9.13 Bonus Points: Each driver who enters and competes in 5 Rounds or more will be awarded 10 bonus points per 

each round he/she competed in.

ORGANIZER BULLETIN
 BULLETIN NO: 31-03-20

 REGARDING: Cancellation of Round 6 - Championship points


